In transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), the initial cortical activation due to stimulation is 10 determined by the state of the brain and the magnitude, waveform, and direction of the induced 11 electric field (E-field) in the cortex. The E-field distribution depends on the conductivity geometry of 12 the head. The effects of deviations from a spherically symmetric conductivity profile have been 13 studied in detail in humans. In small mammals, such as rats, these effects are more pronounced due 14 to their smaller and less spherical heads. In this study, we describe a simple method for building 15 individual realistically shaped head models for rats from high-resolution X-ray tomography images. 16
Introduction 22
In transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), a pulsed magnetic field induces an electric field (E-field) 23 in the brain, causing action potentials in the targeted cortical region. In a typical TMS pulse, the 24 magnetic field is increased from 0 to 1-2 tesla in less than 100 µs, which induces an E-field of the 25 order of 100 V/m. TMS has established clinical applications in, e.g., presurgical mapping of brain 26 functions [1] [2] [3] [4] and treatment of drug-resistant major depression [5] [6] [7] . Promising clinical applications are 27 emerging, such as stroke rehabilitation 8-10 and treatment of chronic pain 11,12 . 28 The TMS-induced E-field accumulates charge at cell membranes, causing their local de-or 29 hyperpolarisation 13 . This can happen in several ways: The E-field gradient polarises long straight 30 sections of an axon, the E-field polarises terminations and sharp turns of an axon, or a discontinuity 31 in the E-field due to different tissue properties polarises an axon passing through the tissue 32
interface. The last two are likely the strongest mechanisms 14 . In all three cases, the polarisation 33 depends on the direction of the induced E-field and is proportional to its magnitude 14 . 34
Optimal interpretation of data obtained by combining TMS with functional brain imaging requires 35 knowledge of the induced E-field distribution. For example, different E-field orientations even in the 36 same target location recruit different neuronal populations 15 . Computing the E-field requires a 37 model of the electrical conductivity distribution of the head, often in the form of a volume 38 conductor model (VCM). Sometimes a simple VCM is entirely adequate: For example, for human 39 TMS with the coil near the vertex, the location of the resulting E-field maximum can be computed 40 quite accurately with a spherically symmetric VCM fitted to the local radius of curvature 16 . However, 41 even for human TMS, such a spherical model can be inadequate when stimulating the frontal or 42 occipital lobes: The E-field-magnitude prediction can be off by tens of percent-even when only 43 considering the error relative to the E-field-magnitude prediction in the motor cortex, i.e., the 44 prediction error relevant to a typical experiment where the desired stimulation intensity is 45 proportional to individual motor threshold 16 . For rodent TMS, the required level of detail in the VCM 46 has not been studied. 47
There is increasing interest to use TMS in rodents due to a myriad of genetically modified animals 48 and disease models available. As more invasive recording techniques can be used in rodents than in 49 humans, and as brain tissue is available for histological and molecular analysis, rodent TMS studies 50 are valuable, e.g., in studying brain plasticity caused by repetitive TMS 17 and TMS-induced disease 51 modification 18 . Rodent studies allow also assessing, e.g., gene expression following repetitive 52 TMS 19,20 . In previous experimental TMS studies involving rats, the head has been approximated with 53 a body-shaped volume of uniform conductivity 21 , with concentric ellipsoids 22 , or with a spherical 54 model 23 . In addition, the infinite homogeneous conductor model has been used 24 ; for a rat, the latter 55 model overestimates the induced E-field by a factor between five and eight 25 as it fails to capture the 56 reduction in stimulation efficiency for coils much larger than the head 26 . In such cases of not having 57 a finite VCM and overall in cases, where a VCM is not used, the TMS experimenters often target the 58 stimulation using a line-of-sight model (this is called line navigation), in which the E-field maximum is 59 assumed to be directly below the coil centre and E-field orientation is assumed to correspond to coil 60 orientation 24 . For humans, subject-specific head models are derived from magnetic resonance 61 images using pipelines that combine various pieces of software, such as FreeSurfer 27 , FSL 28 , and 62 SPM 29 . For the rat head, we are not aware of any proposed recipe for combining software algorithms 63 to create subject-specific realistic head models. Rather, modelling studies often use post-mortem 64 anatomical atlas data for their animal models 26, 30 . 65
Here, we describe a simple processing pipeline for generating individual head models from micro-66 scale computed tomography (µCT) data and computing the E-field using reciprocity and the 67 boundary element method (BEM). With the resulting efficient procedure, we computed TMS-68 induced E-fields in a rat head using VCMs with varying level of detail. We compare four levels of 69 detail: line navigation, a spherically symmetric head model fitted to the inner skull surface, a realistically shaped single-compartment (1C) model that follows the body outline of the rat similarly 71 to the model used by Salvador and Miranda 21 , and two-compartment (2C) models that contain the 72 body outline and the skull. As a reference model, we use a high-density model which further 73 includes the spine and eyes. 74
Results

75
We built five different head models for one adult male Wistar rat-a spherical model, a 1C model, 76 two 2C models (with and without spine, respectively), and a high-resolution reference 3C model 77 (with the spine and eyes)-and computed the TMS-induced E-field for 35 different coil positions 78 shown in Fig. 1 . These positions span a 10 mm × 15 mm region on the scalp, covering the superior 79 parts of the cortex. For each position, we studied all tangential coil orientations with a 10° step size, 80 resulting in 630 unique coil placements. Compared to the reference model, the cortical E-field in the 81 2C model with spine had a relative error (RE) of 7.6±1.6% over all coil positions and orientations 82 (mean ± standard deviation) and 4.7±2.4% in the region of the strongest fields (i.e., where the E-field 83 energy density exceeded 50% of its maximum, see Methods); omitting the spine, the error increased 84 to 9.6±2.4% (5.1±2.2% in the region of the strongest fields). Both of these errors were, however, far 85 smaller than the errors arising from omitting the skull: the 1C model had an RE of 64±10% 86 (41.1±4.6% in the region of the strongest fields), making it worse than the spherical model (RE 87 45.0±2.5%, and 35.2±7.0% in the region of the strongest fields). The RE is sensitive to all types of 88 errors in the E-field prediction, including its overall magnitude. Errors in the overall magnitude, 89 however, have a limited effect on typical TMS experiments, where the stimulation intensity is 90 normalised to an experimentally determined motor threshold. Omitting the general magnitude, the 91 correlation errors (CCE) of the E-field patterns were 0.53±0.23%, 0.73±0.33%, 16.2±2.9%, and 92 17.5±2.8%, respectively. For the region of the strongest fields, the correlation errors increased to 93 0.9±1.0%, 1.1±1.3%, 54±25%, and 35±25%, respectively. Further omitting even local magnitudes, the 94 mean angular errors in the direction of the cortical E-field were 3.5±0.6°, 4.6±0.9°, 26.8±4.6°, and 25.1±1.8°, respectively. For the region of the strongest fields, the mean angular errors were reduced 96 to 1.6±1.2°, 1.5±1.0°, 10.8±4.4°, and 13.7±3.6°, respectively. As the difference between the two 2C 97 models in the region of strongest fields was relatively small with all these measures, we will for 98 clarity omit the 2C model with spine from Fig. 2 . 99
In realistic head geometry, the E-field magnitude depended on the coil orientation. Starting from the 100 posterior-anterior (PA) orientation shown in Fig. 1 , the peak E-field magnitude first increased when 101 the coil was rotated to either direction, but then dropped sharply when the coil was close to ±90° 102 from the PA direction ( Fig. 2 ). Because of this behaviour, the E-field orientation near the E-field 103 maximum was closer to the PA direction than could be expected from the coil orientation. That is, in 104 the left panel of Fig. 2 , the direction of the error has opposite sign to the coil orientation. With both 105 the reference model and the 2C models, the error increased until an angle of about ±70°, at which 106 point the discrepancy between the coil and the E-field direction varied between -10 and 70° 107 depending on the coil location. The 1C model captured only a fraction of this effect; in the 1C model 108 the stimulation direction was on average closer to the PA direction than could be expected from the 109 coil orientation, but the difference was only a few degrees instead of up to several tens of degrees. 110
In the spherically symmetric model, the median orientation error over all locations was close to zero. 111
There was, however, a coil-location-dependent orientation error, which resulted from the coil 112 locations following the surface of the scalp and not that of the spherical geometry. The orientation-113 dependence of the field magnitude was likely due to the oblong shape of the rat head and the 114 cranial compartment, as almost no such drop occurred in the spherical model. 115
Defining the true stimulation target as the location of the maximum of the induced E-field in the 116 cortex in the realistic head geometry, the true target was systematically more posterior and medial 117 than expected from line navigation, the spherical head model, or the 1C head model. The error 118 depended on the coil orientation and location. The median error for line navigation was 7.3 mm (for 119 5% of the coil placements the error was greater than 12.7 mm); for the spherical head model and the 1C model, the errors were 6.3 mm (95%: 12.2 mm) and 7.2 mm (95%: 12.0 mm), respectively; 121 whereas the 2C models with and without spine had median errors of just 0.3 mm (95%: 6.0 mm) and 122 0.4 mm (95%: 7.2 mm), respectively. A cross comparison of the prediction differences between the 123 models is shown in Fig. 3 . Line navigation, the spherical head model, and the 1C head model 124 produced similar, similarly incorrect, predictions. The large systematic errors in the predicted 125 stimulation location highlight the importance of an adequate model. In addition to the systematic 126 errors, the data underlying Figs. 2 and 3 contain further several coil-placement-dependent outliers 127 that could not be predicted without modelling the skull. These largest prediction errors occurred 128 when either the coil orientation was close to the PA orientation and the true stimulation maximum 129 was in the brainstem, as seen in, e.g., Fig. 4 , or the coil orientation was such that a large part of the 130 windings passed directly above either eye of the rat and the true stimulation maximum was close to 131 the hole in the skull behind that eye irrespective of the actual coil position. In the first case, the E-132 field maximum corresponded to the location in which the brainstem passes through the back of the 133 skull. That is, a larger proportion of the induced currents flowed through the path of least resistance, 134 and consequently an E-field maximum arose in the proximity of the hole in the skull. In the second 135 case, a similar phenomenon occurred with the hole behind the eye. 136
Discussion
137
We described a simple method for producing subject-specific realistic-head-geometry BEM models 138 for computing the TMS-induced E-field in small rodents. Compared to line navigation, a subject-139 specific realistic model allows better estimation of the location and extent of the stimulation. 140
Compared to even a subject-specific spherical model, the realistic model further allows better 141 estimation of the stimulation dose. In addition, we demonstrated that the features of the skull 142 geometry-especially the holes in the skull-have a large effect on the E-field distribution. As the 143 described method can model these holes in the skull, it can accurately model two most influential 144 parts of the head geometry, the head shape and the skull surface in small rodents and other animals with relatively large holes in their skulls. Due to the difficult extraction of soft-tissue boundaries 146 from X-ray tomography images, the differences between different soft tissues were not modelled. 147
We compared our 2C model with previously used simpler ones and demonstrated that both the 1C 148 model of the rat and the spherical approximation of its skull failed to capture the characteristic 149 behaviour of the TMS-induced E-field in the rat brain. Further, the spherical approximation caused a 150 much larger error in the E-field calculation in the rat than what had previously been observed in 151 humans 16 . This is most likely due to a combination of two things: a less spherical head shape and, 152 relative to the head, a much larger coil in rat TMS. In realistic head geometry, the E-field maximum is 153 generally not directly below the coil and the peak amplitude of the E-field depends strongly on the 154 coil orientation. The 1C model manages to capture some of these effects, qualitatively, but 155
underestimates their strength and is unable to see the E-field focusing caused by holes in the skull. 156
As this focusing effect seems to cause the largest differences between the models, the next logical 157 improvement to our 2C head model would be adding more detail to these regions (such as the eyes 158 in the reference model). Another possibility is to add further tissue compartments spanning through 159 the holes in the skull (which would be the case with cerebrospinal fluid), with, for example, a BEM 160 solver that supports the use of junctioned geometry 31 . 161
The main source for numerical uncertainty in surface-based models arises from the discretisation of 162 the modelled surfaces. We observed only a small difference (correlation error about 1%) due to 163 halving the mesh density of the head model. In addition, the coil model resolution had only a small 164 effect: To test that the coil model was sufficiently accurate, we substituted our high-resolution coil 165 model with a simplified low-resolution model, which also assumed the 9-mm-tall windings thin. This 166 underestimated the E-field by 3% in all volume conductor models, but produced otherwise 167 essentially indistinguishable distributions with, e.g., less than 0.5° angular error in each model. contrast interfaces from air to body and from body to skull, the process for extracting the eyes could 214 not be automated, as the signal-to-noise ratio between the eyes and their surroundings was far 215 boxes by applying median filtering (7 × 7 × 7 kernel, effective resolution 1.2 mm), and compensated 218 for the slight field inhomogeneity in the µCT data by manually selecting separate isolevels to extract 219 either eye. The mesh for eyes has 479 vertices and 950 elements, which brought the total vertex 220 count for the reference model to 37834 and the total element count to 75824. For the 2C model, the 221 skull-spine was independently meshed with a mean edge length of 0.67 mm, resulting in 15238 222 vertices and 30636 elements. The spineless skull was meshed with the same resolution, which 223 resulted in 12426 vertices and 24964 elements. Finally, the two 2C models and the 1C model used a 224 body mesh with a mean edge length of 1.4 mm (5924 vertices and 11844 elements). 225
The extent of the brain inside the intracranial cavity was estimated visually, and the corresponding 226 volume was filled with manual voxel painting with GNU Image Manipulation Program 227 (www.gimp.org). The E-field was computed on a surface spanned in the outermost part of this brain 228 volume, at the depth of at least 1 mm from the skull. This distance was chosen to ensure the 229 numerical stability of the solver. The surface estimation was done using a volumetric mask (i.e., 230 subtracting a 1-mm dilated skull mask from the brain mask) and then triangulating the boundary of 231 this modified brain volume. 232
Spherically symmetric head model 233
There is a relatively large region of hole-free skull above the centre of the rat head, where we fitted 234 a sphere based on the local inner-skull surface; the centre of the fitted sphere (origin) was 14.4 mm 235 from the local inner-skull surface (Fig. 4) , the maximum distance from the cortex to the origin being 236 15.5 mm. The shortest distance between the scalp at the coil locations and the origin was 15.4 mm. 237
We could thus fit a sphere that was fully between the brain volume and the nearest part of coil 238 windings, meaning that the E-field in the whole brain could be computed using this spherical model 239 (although the spherical head model does not depend on the radial conductivity profile and thus on 240 the head size, the model is only valid for sources at radii smaller than the smallest distance from the 241 origin to the coil 33 ).
We needed to calculate the induced E-field everywhere in the cortex for different coil positions and, 243 ideally, would have liked to fit local spheres for all those positions. The shape of the rat head made 244 this re-fitting problematic, as, for most non-central positions, the "other end" of the brain would no 245 longer have been inside such a sphere, and the model would have been both physically invalid and 246 mathematically wrong for those remote regions. Here we overcame this problem by interpreting the 247 centrally fitted sphere as the global spherical approximation of the head, as it nicely covered the 248 whole brain, and was in size similar to, e.g., the spherical model used in 23 . We computed the E-field 249 in the spherical model with the analytical closed-form solution 33 . 250
Boundary element method In this study, the TMS-induced E-field in the 1C and the two 2C models were computed using a 265 linear-collocation (LC) BEM implementation of the Helsinki BEM framework 36 , further developed 266 from the Helsinki BEM library 39 . The conductivity of the combined intracranial-body compartment was set to 0.33 S/m and the skull conductivity to 6.6 mS/m (the ratio between the two conductivities 268 being 1/50). To confirm that a simple and fast LC solver was valid with the complicated skull mesh 269 that contains thin structures, the high-resolution 3C reference model was built using a much slower, 270 but generally more accurate and robust, linear Galerkin (LG) solver 40, 41 . In the reference model, the 271 conductivity value for the eyes was set to 1.5 S/m. 272
Coil model 273 We modelled the MagVenture MC-B35 Butterfly Coil (MagVenture A/S, www.magventure.com), 274 which is a small figure-of-eight coil (for dimensions, see Table 1 ), with a set of magnetic dipoles 275 whose locations and weights are those of the integration quadrature points for computing the 276 magnetic flux integral for MEG 42 . We built two coil models for the 9-mm-thick coil windings, one 277 with a total of 2568 dipoles in three identical layers (at 1.5, 4.5, and 7.5 mm from the lowermost 278 wire surface) and one with lower resolution, with just one layer (at 4.5 mm) with 136 dipoles. 279
Error metrics 280 We used three distinct metrics for evaluating the differences between the models similar to 37 . First, 281
we computed the relative error 282 
where ̃ and ̃r ef have first been de-meaned component-wise across field points and then pooled into 290 3 × 1 vectors. This measure is primarily sensitive to overall topographical differences of the E-field; 291 it, however, omits the possible constant-factor difference in the E-field magnitude between different 292 models. Third, we computed the mean of the angular errors between the E-fields at respective 293 locations. This measure is sensitive only to errors in the field direction. These three error metrics were 294 computed both for all points and only for those points where the E-field energy density was over 50% 295 of its maximum (i.e., the E-field magnitude was more than √0.5 times the peak magnitude for that 296 coil location). 297 
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